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1 The RA JMS Agent Solution

The Java Message Service (JMS) API is a Java Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) API for sending and receiving
messages between two or more clients. The RA JMS Agent is used to send and receive JMS messages.

This chapter includes introductory, conceptual and reference topics relating to the RA JMS Agent.

Key Java Message Service (JMS) Terminology

The following JMS terminology is used throughout this guide.

Term Description

Topic A distribution mechanism for publishing messages that are
delivered to multiple subscribers.

Queue A staging area that contains messages that have been sent and
are waiting to be read (by only one consumer).

MOM Message Oriented Middleware - Software or hardware
infrastructure supporting sending and receiving messages
between distributed systems.

JMS Provider Manages Queues, Topics and Sessions; there are several
commercial and open-source JMS Provider implementations
(e.g. Apache ActiveMQ, TIBCO EMS, IBM WebSphere MQ,
Oracle WebLogic Server).

JMS Producer A JMS client that creates and sends message.

JMS Message An object that contains the data being transferred between
JMS clients - there are different message types: e.g.
MapMessage, StreamMessage, TextMessage (Text, XML,
JSON, YAML), BytesMessage.

JMS Consumer A JMS client that receives messages.

JMS Client An application or process that produces and/or receives
messages.

JMS Java Message Service: a Java Message Oriented Middleware
(MOM) API for sending messages between two or more
clients.

ESB A software architecture model used for designing and
implementing the interaction and communication between
interacting software applications in service-oriented
architecture (SOA).

 Who Uses the RA JMS Agent?
People in several roles use the RA JMS Agent to accomplish different tasks. While Job titles and responsibilities differ from
one company to the next, the following user groups describe the most common requirements for user roles. They are presented
here to:

• Help the Automic Administrator in your organization determine the authorizations, privileges, and available clients the
users in your organization should have.

• Give other users an idea of who in your organization is responsible for what.

User Groups

• Automation Engine Administrators

• Has access to the system client (client 0) as well as one or more numbered clients.
• Deploy and configure Agents and maintain system health along with the Automic infrastructure.
• Set-up resiliency by replicating the RA JMS Agent set-up on a second machine. Generally they will only setup two RA

JMS Agents for scalability.
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Note that Automation Engine Administrators are not the primary audience for the RA JMS Agent. In fact, they may never
use it directly. Their primary role is to set-up and configure the RA JMS Agent(s). They likely will not be the ones to create
RA JMS Agent Connection objects.

• Security Administrators

• Has access to one or more numbered clients.
• Set-up the transport security for the Agent. This includes SSL certificates.
• Define Connection objects with the corresponding security information.

• Line of Business and IT Infrastructure Developers

• Has access to one or more numbered clients.
• Create individual RA JMS Agent Job and Workflow objects.
• Create Connection objects (in some cases, possibly only in a test environment).

• Quality Assurance Engineers

• Has access to one or more numbered clients.
• Run RA JMS Agent Jobs and Workflows for testing purposes.

• Line of Business Operators

• Has access to one or more numbered clients.
• Monitor and troubleshoot RA JMS Agent Jobs and Workflow that include RA JMS Agent tasks.
• View, but not edit the Connection objects that are available to each Agent.

 About Rapid Automation Agents
Agents are the objects that establish the connection between the Automation Engine and the application or operating system
where Jobs are processed. Agents start, monitor and report the current status of the Jobs.

The term Rapid Automation refers to a generic technology that is able to include and process various automation solutions in
Automation Engine. The solutions are realized through Rapid Automation (RA) solutions. RA Agents make the functions of an
RA solution accessible.

After loading an RA .jar file into the Automation Engine, you will be able to define RA Agent-specific connection, Agent, and
Job objects with unique screens. The topics in this guide describe how to use these RA screens, not how to define connection,
Agent, and Job objects. For information on creating these objects, see your Automation Engine or documentation.

Using Object Variables in Fields

You can use object variables in the format &<variable name> in most fields on Rapid Automation panels. The values of these
object variables will be replaced at run time.

It is recommended that you terminate object variable names with a # character.

 Using WebHelp at docs.automic.com
The format of the documentation at docs.automic.com requires a Web browser. There you will find the most up to date version
of this documentation. In addition you will find the latest Automic software components.

Automic documentation is written as a series of topics. Each topic begins with a heading followed by a summary paragraph.
The summary paragraph states the key concepts presented in the topic. To get a quick overview of a chapter, read the summary
paragraph for each topic and look at the images and their captions.

Documentation at docs.automic.com contains the most up to date version of this documentation. It is provided in both .pdf and
HTML5 formats.

The HTML5 documentation is displayed as individual HTML pages. You can:

• Find documents in the table of contents.
• Find documents with full-text search.
• Print individual topics.

Contents

The Contents tab contains the contents of the documentation in a tree-view of the directory structure. It includes all the guides
and their topics.

To expand or collapse a book or topic with subtopics, click it. To view a topic, click it too.

http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
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If you click a hyperlink in a topic that takes you to a new topic, the table of contents is refreshed to show your location.

Searching the HTML5

You can search through the entire documentation using the search field in the top right-hand corner of the web page. Enter one
or more search terms in the field and start the search either by clicking the magnifying glass icon or using the Enter key. The
search results are displayed in a separate screen.

• Uppercase and lowercase letters are not distinguished (not case-sensitive).
• You can use any combination of letters (a-z) and numbers (0-9).
• You can search for several words. The following combinations can be used: AND relations (separators: AND, +, &), OR

relations (blank or | can be used as a separator) and negations (^ character in front of the term, NOT will not work).
• To combine search operators and expressions, use ( ). Example: term1 AND (term2 OR term3).
• A search for run will also yield the following results: running, runner and runtime.
• Search results will be highlighted.
• Wildcard characters are not supported.
• Punctuation marks that are used in the word (such as a dot, colon, semi colon, comma or hyphen) have the effect that the

searched term is split into two words.

Printing Topics

To print individual topics from a HTML5 documentation, select the topic and click Print in the bar at the top of the screen.

To print entire guides, print from the .pdf files.

Using the Compatibility Checker

The Automic Compatibility Checker found at docs.automic.com is the only official and up to date source for compatibility of
Automic software components, versions, and sub-components.

2 RA JMS Agent Administration

The basic steps for implementing the RA JMS Agent include:

1. Loading the deploy .jar file into your Automation Engine.
2. Configuring the RA JMS Agent solution Agent object in client 0 to specify the JMS provider.
3. Optionally setting up SSL.
4. Creating RA JMS Agent Connection objects and assigning the RA JMS Agent solution Agent object to them.
5. Creating RA JMS Agent Jobs.

Each step is described in this chapter.

Configuration SSL and Message Size Limit Appendices

Appendices for configuration SSL and message size limit are included at the end of this guide.

 Installing/Upgrading the JMS Agent in an Existing
Automation Engine System
This topic describes how to install the JMS Agent in an existing Automation Engine system.

Steps to Install or Upgrade the JMS Agent

Make sure that this and other Java Agents can only connect to TCP port numbers that are lower than 65536. If they use a
higher port number, the Agent cannot start and aborts with an error message. This limitation is caused by Java and affects the
Agents for JMX, Databases, SAP, and RA.

To set-up the RA JMS Agent, you need to:

• Meet the Java Requirements as described in the Java Requirements section below.
• Load a license in the database for the Agent.
• Put the Agent core file(s) on the host machine.
• Do one of the following: 

• For Windows: Execute the setup.exe file.
• For UNIX: Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file.

http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
http://docs.automic.com/
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• Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.
• Load the JMS .jar file into the database.
• Copy your provider .jar files to the Agent's directory structure. A good place for them is the bin directory. You will need

them in place when specifying provider types,
• Create an Agent object. The RA Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000.
• Enable Rapid Automation trace to provide more troubleshooting information.
• Start the Agent.
• Disable Rapid Automation trace.

Java Requirements

On the host, check the current version of your system's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) using the following command:

java -version

The JMS Agent requires Java 1.7 or 1.8 on the Agent machine and all machines where the user interface is installed. If Java 1.7
or 1.8 are not the default version of Java for the user interface, it can be specified in the ucdj.ini file as shown below:

cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
 com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory - U%User%

On the Agent machine, the explicit path to the Java JDE or JDK 1.7 or 1.8 is needed on the command to start the Agent. An
example is shown below:

/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

For platform-specific Java requirements on your Automation Engine machine, see your Automation Engine release notes.

You can get the necessary files to install Java from Oracle.

Specifying More Memory for Java When You Have Large Messages

If you have large messages, you can use the -Xmx option to designate how much memory should be used by the JVM like the
following:

java -Xmx2024m

Here is an example in the Service Manager program: 

"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_04\bin\java" -Xmx2024m -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=combinedclient.jks
 -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=password  -jar C:\Agents\RA_JMS\bin\ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

Receiver Jobs monitor memory consumption each time a message is received. If the memory consumption exceeds 80%,
messages like the following are written to the Job report and the Agent log.

In the Job report:

Memory Used: nn%
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In the Agent log:

Memory Used: nn% {runid}

License File Requirement

License files for RA Agents need to have a EX.RA.<AGENT TYPE> line in them and be loaded into the database. For more
information on loading keyfiles, see your Automation Engine documentation.

Putting Agent Core Files on the Host Machine

Install each RA Agent in its own sub-directory on its host machine.

Warning:  The Agent core must be the same version as the Automation Engine. You can update the Agent core by
getting updated files for an Automation Engine release by downloading the image for that release from the Automic
Download Center and putting the Agent files in place following these instructions.

For UNIX

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

automic/agents/ra_ftp
automic/agents/ra_bo
automic/agents/ra_ws

2. Copy the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\unix sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file using the following commands:

gunzip ucxjcitx.tar.gz
tar -xvf ucxjcitx.tar

For Windows

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

C:\automic\agents\ra_ftp
C:\automic\agents\ra_bo
C:\automic\agents\ra_ws

2. Copy the files in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\windows\x86 sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Execute the setup.exe file.

Supplied Files

The Rapid Automation Agent core includes the following notable files:

• ucxjcitx.jar

Agent core for Rapid Automation
• ucxjcitx.ini

Rapid Automation configuration file
• *.jar

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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Libraries
• uc.msl

Message library
• setup.exe

The Windows installation executable for the RA Agent core

Editing the ucxjcitx.ini File

Edit the required parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file for the RA Agent described below.

• name

Name of the Agent object. The Agent name is limited to 32 of the following characters: "A-Z", "0-9", "_", ".", "$", "@", "-"
and "#".

Hyphens ("-") are only allowed in Agent names. They must not be used in the names of any other objects.

Although Agent names are limited to 32 characters, you should keep them under 25 characters. The last seven characters
are used for adding the suffix '.NEW.nn' when a new Agent is created from its template.

• system

Automation Engine system name. This entry must be identical to the entry in the .ini file of the Automation Engine server.
• cache_directory

Directory to which the Agent should store the RA solutions. This will be set to cache by default and does not need to be
altered unless you want to change it.

• lib_directory

Directory that contains external libraries that are not part of the solution (such as ojdbc6.jar).

Default: lib
• ra

Used for additional trace. Before starting a newly installed or upgraded Agent, it is a good idea to turn Rapid Automation
trace on by adding ra=99 as shown below. This will give more troubleshooting information if something goes wrong
during the install. After a successful Agent start, you can set ra=0, and restart the Agent to turn Rapid Automation trace
off.

• cp

Address of the communication process in the Automation Engine system to which the Agent should connect itself. The
format is:

<DNS name or TCP/IP address>:<port number> 

For information on the additional parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file, see your Automation Engine documentation.

A sample ucxjcitx.ini file is shown below. The required parameters are shown in bold:

[GLOBAL]
name=RA01
            
system=AE
            
logcount=10
logging=../temp/RA_LOG_##.TXT
;LogMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
LogMaxSize = 0
language=E
helplib=uc.msl
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[RA]
cache_directory=cache
            
ext_directory=external
shared_directory=shared
lib_directory=lib
            
 

[TCP/IP]
connect=20
cp=localhost:2217
 

[AUTHORIZATION]
KeyStore=
InitialPackage=
 

[VARIABLES]
uc_host_jcl_var=RA
uc_ex_path_bin=.
uc_ex_path_temp=..\temp\
uc_ex_path_jobreport=..\temp\
 

[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
;TraceMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
TraceMaxSize=0
tcp/ip=0
ra=99
            
trccount=10
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[CP_LIST]
2218=PC01
            

Loading the JMS .jar File into the Database

On the host machine, start the utility AE.DB Load and select the RA JMS Agent's .jar file. The utility will then load it to the
Automation Engine database. The .jar file can be loaded via the graphical interface or the Java batch mode (ucybdbld.jar) of
the utility Automation Engine DB Load. Loading with the Automation Engine DB Load in batch mode (ucybdbld.exe) under
Windows is not possible.

The RA Agent can only connect to one RA solution. If you intend to use several RA solutions, keep in mind that each solution
requires its own RA Agent.

You cannot load the same .jar file of an RA solution to several systems at a time. Any attempt to do so can cause the utility
Automation Engine DB Load to abort.

Copying Provider Files

Provider .jar files are not supplied by Automic Software, you get them from your provider administrator. Copy your provider
.jar files to the Agent's directory structure. A good place for them is the bin directory. You will need them in place when
specifying provider types as described in

Specifying General RA JMS Agent Solution Agent Object Settings

.

Starting the JMS Agent

The JMS Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000. A template for the Agent objects
is stored in the TEMPLATE folder.

You can use the following command to start the Agent via the command line (UNIX and Windows):

java -jar -Xrs -Xmx256M ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache
/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

You can also start the JMS Agent using the Service Manager program. For more information, see your Automation Engine
documentation.

If you load the JMS solution, then start the Agent shortly afterward, you may get a cached Agent rather than the one you just
loaded. You can avoid this by adding disable_cache to the end of the start command. That way the loaded version is always
started.

 Specifying General RA JMS Agent Solution Agent Object
Settings
You specify general RA JMS Agent solution Agent object settings of the RA JMS Agent. General settings allow you to specify
provider types for the Agent, specify a default number of receiver timeout seconds, and determine whether to allow Groovy
parsings of response data.

Specifying Provider Types

You specify JMS providers for the RA JMS Agent in the Provider Types box on the Agent's JMS page.

To specify a provider types for the Agent: 

1. On the JMS page of the RA JMS Agent solution Agent object, click Add Row in the Provide Types table.
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2. In the Provider Type section at the bottom of the screen, specify a provider reference name in the Provider Type Name
field by either: 

• Selecting a type from the drop down list. The available types are:

• TIBCO EMS
• Oracle WebLogic Server
• Apache ActiveMQ
• IBM WebSphere MQ

• Typing in a custom name.

Providers you add here will be selectable in connection definitions based on the names you enter.
3. Click the Add icon under Jar Files & Directories.

The RA JMS Agent opens the Choose a file or folder on dialog.
4. Browse to and select a .jar file or directory and click Select.

The RA JMS Agent details for a selected provider in the Provider Details section.

Provider .jar files are not supplied by Automic Software, you get them from your provider administrator.

To remove a jar file or directory, select it and click Remove.
5. Click Update Provider Type to update the Provider Type table.
6. Optionally, repeat the previous steps for additional providers.
7. Click Save to save the Agent definition.

Specifying the Default Receiver Timeout Seconds for Jobs

The value you enter in the Receiver Timeout field will determine the default timeout for Receiver Jobs. You can override this
setting for individual Jobs.

Allowing Groovy Parsings of Received Messages

The Allow Groovy for Parsings for Received Messages box allows anyone with access to edit RA JMS Agent Receiver
Jobs to select Groovy as a query type and include Groovy code as the input when defining parsings. By default this option is
unchecked for security purposes.

 Setting up SSL
To set up SSL, get the x509 certificate from the application server, convert it to binary if it is text, and import the certificate
into the cacerts file of the
JRE
.

SSL authentication is not a Rapid Automation function, it is provided by the JVM infrastructure.

To successfully connect using SSL to a service:

1. Get the x509 certificate from the application server (FTPS server, HTTPS Web Service, etc.).
2. If the certificate file is a text file, issue the following command:

openssl x509 -in "<absolute path name for the certification file>" -out cert.der -outform DER

3. Use the following command to import the certificate into the cacerts file of the
JRE
:

keytool -import -v -alias serverCert -file cert.der -keystore "<path for the cacerts file for your JRE>"
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 Creating RA JMS Agent Connection Objects
You will need to create an RA JMS Agent Connection object by selecting an Agent and provider type. Next you define the
JNDI properties. JNDI properties create the initial context of the JMS messages.

To create an RA JMS Agent Connection object:

1. Add a Connection object of type JMS > JMSCONNECTION.
2. Select the JMS Connection page.
3. Respond to the following fields in the Agent Settings and General JNDI Properties sections.

• Agent

Select an RA JMS Agent solution Agent object.
• Provider Type

Select a provider type defined for the Agent as documented in topic Specifying General RA JMS Agent Solution Agent
Object Settings.

• JMS Version

A read-only field that displays the JMS version.
• Context Factory

Select the context factory from the selected provider type.
• Provider URL

Enter the endpoint to the JMS provider in the format the vendor accepts.
• Connection Factory

Enter the registration name defined with JNDI (default ConnectionFactory).
• Principal

The login name to the provider for the JNDI connection.To pass a user name at the implementation level, you use the
User field in the Security section of this page.

• Credentials

The password to the provider for the JNDI connection.To pass a user name at the implementation level, you use the
Password field in the Security section of this page.

4. Optionally add other properties to the Custom JNDI Properties table.

These fields can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

5. If your RA JMS Agent connection requires a user name and password to be passed at the implementation level, you can
optionally add them in the User and Password fields in the Security section.

6. Optionally set headers and add properties using the Headers & Properties page. For more information, see Defining
Headers and Properties for RA JMS Agent Connection Objects.

7. Optionally add queues, topics and/or subscribers using the Queues, Topics, Subscribers page. For more information, see
Defining Queues, Topics, and Subscribers for RA JMS Agent Connection Objects.

8. Click Save to save the Connection object.

The Login field on the Attributes 
page
is not used for Automation Engine Jobs of the JMS Agent.

 Defining Queues, Topics, and Subscribers for RA JMS Agent Connection Objects

Queues, topics, and subscribers are entered here as a convenience. They will populate the drop-down lists when this
Connection object is selected in Job definitions. You will be able to select one queue or topic for each Sender or Receiver Job.

Subscribers defined here will be selectable in Receiver Jobs when the following are true:

• A topic is selected.
• The Job is defined as shared for durable subscriber.

You define queues, topics, and subscribers by on the Queues, Topic, Subscribers page.
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3 RA JMS Agent Jobs

The RA JMS Agent includes Sender and Receiver Jobs to send and receive JMS messages.

 Creating RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs
You create RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs by selecting a Connection object and a queue or topic. You can then define the
message and specify other settings.

To create an RA JMS Agent Sender Job:

1. Add a Job object of type JMS > SENDER and select your RA JMS Agent solution Agent object in the Host field on the
Attributes page.

2. Open the JMS Sender page.
3. Fill-in the fields on the right side of the screen.

• Connection

An RA JMS Agent Connection object.
• Queue/Topic

Use the radio button control to select a Queue or Topic for your Job. The drop-down lists for the Queue or Topic fields
include the queue or topic names defined in the selected Connection object. You can:

• Select one of these names.
• Select one of these names and edit it.
• Type in a custom name.

With Apache ActiveMQ, you can specify dynamicQueues/<queue name> as the queue name and it will create a queue
with that name you specify as <queue name>. If you use this feature, do not check the Dynamic Queue/Topic box. If
you do, your queue will be named dynamicQueues/<queue name> instead of just <queue name>.

These editable value fields can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object
variables will be replaced at runtime.

• Dynamic Queue/Dynamic Topic

Supported for TIBCO EMS and Apache ActiveMQ providers. When checked, if you enter a queue or topic name that
does not exist, the RA JMS Agent will create the queue or topic for you. That queue or topic will exist as long as: 

• There are messages on the queue or topic.
• A message consumer is listening on the queue or topic.

This field can also be used to enter the physical name of the queue or topic rather than the JNDI registered name. For
example, if you have a queue or topic name that's hidden and you only want others to use the physical name that is not
available through JNDI look-up.

• Wait for Response

When this checkbox is checked: 

• The Job creates a temporary unique queue each time it runs. The queue stays active until it gets a response.
• The Parsing page becomes active.

This is because parsing is normally available only for Receiver Jobs. But when Sender Jobs wait for a responses,
parsing is available. Since response parsing is done exactly the same in this case as it is done for Receiver Jobs, the
documentation is the same.

• Timeout

An optional number of seconds before timing out if a response is not received.
• Fail Job on Timeout

Determines whether or not to fail the Job if the timeout seconds are reached.
• Include Message Headers and Properties in the Job Report
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When checked, the RA JMS Agent includes all headers and properties of the message in the Job report. In the example
text below, headers and properties are included in a Job report.

2017-03-05 09:47:22  Headers
2017-03-05 09:47:22    DisableMessageID = false
2017-03-05 09:47:22    DisableMessageTimestamp = false
2017-03-05 09:47:22    DeliveryMode = NON PERSISTENT
2017-03-05 09:47:22    CorrelationID = 755
2017-03-05 09:47:22  Properties
2017-03-05 09:47:22    Custom = thirtyeight

• Include Message Payload in the Job Report

When checked, the RA JMS Agent includes the message payload in the Job report as shown in the example below.

2017-03-05 09:47:22  ------------ Message Payload ------------
2017-03-05 09:47:22  Operation_Complete
2017-03-05 09:47:22  -----------------------------------------

When this checkbox and the Include Message Headers and Properties in the Job Report checkbox above are both
checked, the headers, properties, and message payload are all saved to the same Job report. If the payload is from a file,
only the name and size of the file will appear in the Job report as shown in the example below.

2017-03-03 09:48:31  File Name: /home/JMS_Agent/bin/TRACE_RA_JMS.TXT File Size: 15098

4. Define the message definition on the Definition page.
5. To define the message, select a type from the Message Type field. The message types are:

• Plain Text
• XML
• JSON
• YAML
• Map
• Bytes
• Stream

Subtopics for each follow.
6. Optionally override Connection object headers and/or properties or define them for the Job. For more information, see

Defining Headers and Properties for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs.
7. Click Save to save the Job.

Using the &JMSMessageID# Task Variable in Workflows

When a message is sent, the JMS provider code inserts a unique message ID into the message. When the send call to the
provider returns, the RA JMS Agent gets the ID from the message and sets the task variable &JMSMessageID#. When you
include a Sender Job in an Automation Engine Workflow, you can use the &JMSMessageID# task variable in the Workflow's
tasks that follow or in the post process script of the Sender Job.

 Defining Plain Text Messages for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

When setting definitions for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs, if you select Plain Text from the Message Type field, you can
define the message from a text file or by inputting text.

Browsing to a File
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To select a file, select File and click its browse icon to browse to a message file or enter a directory and file name in. A full
path name must be used.

The File field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Inputting Data

To enter text, select Direct Input and enter text in the text box.

This text box can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

 Defining XML Messages for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

When setting definitions for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs, if you select XML from the Message Type field, you can define the
message from an XML file or by inputting XML code.

Browsing to a File

To select a file, select File and click its browse icon to browse to a message file or enter a directory and file name in.

The File field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Inputting Data

To enter text, select Data Input and enter text in the text box.

• The XML is displayed with colored syntax highlighting.
• Some auto-complete is available.
• Some code validation is done.
• Line numbers are displayed on the left side of the Data Input text box and code blocks are collapsible/expandable.

You can have the RA JMS Agent auto-format your text to add logical line breaks and indentations for better readability by
clicking Pretty Print.

This text box can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Validating the XML Code

You can validate XML code to assure that:

• Its schema is valid.
• The syntax of the XML is well formed.

If object variables are used, the validation will fail in the definition, because & is not a valid XML character.

You can validate the XML code in the Data Input text box by clicking the Validate icon while viewing the Job definition.

You can validate the payload each time the Job runs by checking the Validate Payload at Runtime box. If the validation does
not pass for a run of the Job, it will abort. A sample error message from an aborted Job is shown below.

com.uc4.ra.common.RaException: Warning: schema_reference.4: Failed to read schema document
 'Employee.xsd', because
1) could not find the document;
2) the document could not be read;
3) the root element of the document is not <xsd:schema>.

The way the XML validates depends on your Job definition.
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To have the JMS Agent validate: Do the following:

A schema in an external file (this is the most common and
preferred best-practice method)

Click the Schema File field's browse icon to browse to a
message file or enter a directory and file name in.

You can add XML from the schema to the Data Input box
by clicking the XML icon.

A schema location specified within the XML document In the file selected in the Schema File field or the text in the
Data Input text box, specify a schema with the attributes
noNamespaceSchemaLocation or schemaLocation to point
to the file location of the schema. For example: 

 xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="/schemas/
catalog.xsd"

If the location is not formatted correctly, the RA JMS Agent
looks for the schema in the Agent's bin directory.

With no schema defined Leave the Schema File field empty and do not specify a
schema in the Data Input box.

When no schema is defined, the RA JMS Agent only does
a syntax check; checking if the XML is well-formed. Since
there is no schema to validate against, no schema validation is
performed.

When the schema definition is embedded in the XML document, the RA JMS Agent only does a syntax check; checking if the
XML is well-formed. In this case, no schema validation is performed.

 Defining JSON Messages for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

When setting definitions for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs, if you select JSON from the Message Type field, you can define the
message from a JSON file or by inputting JSON code.

Browsing to a File

To select a file, select File and click its browse icon to browse to a message file or enter a directory and file name in.

The File field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Inputting Data

To enter text, select Data Input and enter text in the text box.

• The JSON code is displayed with colored syntax highlighting.
• Line numbers are displayed on the left side of the Data Input text box and code blocks are collapsible/expandable.

You can have the RA JMS Agent auto-format your text to add logical line breaks and indentations for better readability by
clicking Pretty Print.

This text box can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Validating the JSON Code

You can validate the JSON code in the text by clicking the Validate icon.

To validate the payload when the Job runs, check the Validate Payload at Runtime box. If the validation does not pass, the
task will fail.

 Defining YAML Messages for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

When setting definitions for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs, if you select YAML from the Message Type field, you can define
the message from a YAML file or by inputting YAML code.
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Browsing to a File

To select a file, select File and click its browse icon to browse to a message file or enter a directory and file name in.

The File field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Inputting Data

To enter text, select Data Input and enter text in the text box.

This text box can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Validating the YAML Code

You can validate the YAML code in the text by clicking the Validate icon.

To validate the payload when the Job runs, check the Validate Payload at Runtime box. If the validation does not pass, the
task will fail.

Using & Characters in YAML Messages

The & character is valid syntax in YAML. It is also used by the Automation Engine for object variables in the format
&<variable name>. If the Automation Engine recognizes what follows the & character as an object variable, it will substitute
it with its value. If it does not recognize what follows the & character as an object variable, it does not make a replacement and
passes it through to the receiver.

In the sample code below, &INVOICE is an object variable. It will be replaced with its value when the message is created.
&id001 is not an object variable. It will get passed through to the receiver.

invoice: &INVOICE
date: '2001-01-03'
bill-to: &id001
   given: 'Chris'
   family: Dumars
   address:
      lines: |
         458 Walkman Dr.
          Suite #292
         
      city: 'Royal Oak'
      state: MI
      postal: 48046
ship-to: *id001
product:
   -
      sku: BL394D
      quantity: 4
      description: Basketball
      price: '450.00'
   -
      sku: BL4438
      quantity: 1
      description: 'Super Hoop'
      price: '2392.00'
tax: '251.42'
total: '4443.52'
comments: 'Late afternoon is best. Backup contact is Nancy Billsmer @ 338-4338'
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...

 Defining Map Messages for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

When setting definitions for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs, if you select Map from the Message Type field, you can define the
map message by adding values and types to a table.

The Name and Value fields can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object
variables will be replaced at runtime.

Options for the Type are:

• boolean

A type with only two possible values: true and false. Either 'true' or 'TRUE' must be used to evaluate to true, any other
value will evaluate to false.

• byte

An 8-bit signed two's complement integer. It accepts either a character in single quotes, like 'a', or a binary value between
-128 and 127.

Any characters not defined in the ASCII character-encoding scheme will not be translated accurately.
• double

A double-precision 64-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• float

A single-precision 32-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• int

An integer.
• long

A 64-bit two's complement integer.
• short

A 16-bit signed two's complement integer.
• String

A sequence of characters.

 Defining Bytes Messages for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

When setting definitions for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs, if you select Bytes from the Message Type field, you can define the
message from a file or by inputting text to be sent as bytes from ASCII to binary.

Browsing to a File

To select a file, select File and click its browse icon to browse to a message file or enter a directory and file name in.

The File field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

Inputting Data

To enter text, select Data Input and enter text in the text box.

This text box can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

 Defining Stream Messages for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

When setting definitions for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs, if you select Stream from the Message Type field, you can define
the stream message by adding values and types to a table.

The Name field cells can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will
be replaced at runtime.

Options for the Type are:

• boolean
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A type with only two possible values: true and false. Either 'true' or 'TRUE' must be used to evaluate to true, any other
value will evaluate to false.

• byte

An 8-bit signed two's complement integer. It accepts either a character in single quotes, like 'a', or a binary value between
-128 and 127.

Any characters not defined in the ASCII character-encoding scheme will not be translated accurately.
• double

A double-precision 64-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• float

A single-precision 32-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• int

An integer.
• long

A 64-bit two's complement integer.
• short

A 16-bit signed two's complement integer.
• String

A sequence of characters.

 Defining Parsings for RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs

You define parsings for headers, properties, and JMS messages from the Parsing page to extract values from the response.
You define parsings in tables. When the Set Task Variables for all Headers & Properties checkbox is checked, task
variables are created and set for all headers and properties.

You can create a response parsing query to extract values from the response. To add a payload parsing to an RA JMS Agent
Sender Job, select the Parsing page.

Normally a Parsing page is only available for Sender Jobs, but if the Wait for Response checkbox is checked for a Sender
Jobs, it will available for them as well. For more information on Sender Jobs and the Wait for Response checkbox, see
Creating RA JMS Agent Sender Jobs.

Adding Parsings

To add a parsing:

1. For Message Parsings: Select a message type to parse from the Message Type field. The message types are:

• Plain Text
• XML
• JSON
• YAML
• Map
• Bytes (no parsing available)
• Stream

The message type you select determines the layout of the table in the Message Parsing section.

No parsing table is displayed if you select Bytes as the message type and screen will display "No Parsing for Bytes". This is
because you cannot parse the payload for bytes. Bytes is only included in the list for completeness.

2. Click the Add Row button in the appropriate table.
3. Enter the following for the filter.

• Header for Headers Parsing The options for the header name are limited to:

• The available headers, which are CorrelationID, ReplyTo, Type, Priority, and Expiration.
• Any pre-defined properties defined in the selected Connection object.

• Name for Properties Parsing

The drop-down lists for the Name field includes properties defined in the selected Connection object. You can:

• Select one of these names.
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• Select one of these names and edit it.
• Type in a custom name. These editable value fields can include object variables in the format &<variable name>.

The values of these object variables will be replaced at runtime.
• Parsing Type for Plain Text, XML, JSON, and YAML Message Parsings

Used to add message parsing. By default, the options are:

Plain Text and YAML:

• Regular Expressions

XML:

• XPath
• XQuery

JSON:

• JSONPath
• JSON to XML and XQuery: This type takes JSON, converts it to XML, and runs it through an XQuery, then it puts

the results back into JSON.

There is a feature to include Groovy as a parsing type. It allows you to harness the power of Java and Groovy to parse
the response. Because it makes all the Java/Groovy methods available, it can be a security concern and is therefore
turned off by default. Groovy can only be selected as parsing type when the Allow Groovy for Parsings of Received
Messages box on the JMS tab of the Agent is checked. If you need to define Groovy parsings, consult your Automation
Engine Administrator.

• Key for Map Message Parsings

A key name.
• Index for Stream Message Parsings

An index number (a sequential integer starting with 1).
• Output Type for All Parsings

Select an output type in the Output Type field. Available options are:

• Save as Variable: A variable with the name you specify in the Output Name field is saved to the database. An
Automation Engine scripting language variable's name is limited to 32 alphanumeric characters, including the
special characters "$", "_", "@", "§" and "#". German Umlauts are not allowed. The first character must not be a
number.

• Write to Job Report: Writes the resulting value to the Job's report log prefixed by the optional name you specified
in the Output Name field.

• Save as Report: Saves the resulting value to a report in the <Agent>/bin/task_reports directory based on the name
you specified in the Output Name field. The file will be registered with the Automation Engine and viewable from
the Automic Web Interface. When this option is used, the RA JMS Agent expects a parameter value of a file name.
If you enter a file name with fully qualified path, the Job will get an error like the following:

java.io.FileNotFoundException: task_reports/u01/users/qa4/v10/RA_JMS_Alpha/test3.txt (No
 such file or directory)

• Write to File: Writes the resulting value to a file on the Agent's file system. You can enter either a stand-alone
file name to write to the <Agent>/bin/task_reports directory on the Agent's file system or a file name with fully
qualified path to a different location on the Agent's file system. The file will not be registered with the Automation
Engine and is not viewable from the Automic Web Interface.

• End Job and Abort Job: For message parsing. They allow you to end or abort a Job. This is most useful when
receiving multiple messages. A match value can optionally be entered in the Output Name field. If a match value
is entered, the action will be taken if the match value equals the parse result. If no match value is entered the action
will be taken if the parse result is non-empty. A special match value of 'NULL' can be used, it will cause the action
to be taken if the parse result is empty. For examples, see Examples: End Job and Abort Job Payload Parsing.

• Output Name for All Parsings

The output name you select will be used as the variable, file name, or Job report prefix; depending on your selection in
the Output Type field.
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For Properties Parsings: you can use {n} in this field when you have multiple messages and the message numbers will
be substituted for {n}. For more an example of this feature,

• Expression for Map or Stream Message Parsings

The expression to parse. You can type in an expression, or click  the cell editor icon to open the Test Expression
dialog. For more information on the Test Expression dialog, see Examples: JMS Payload Parsing Web Service
Response Parsing.

With XPath, XQuery, and JSON types, you can automatically generate an expression from a value in the Input box by
selecting the value and clicking the Create Expression button. The Create Expression button is grayed out when the
Line Numbers box is checked.

Warning:  XQuery types require $input in front of their query. This is not automatically added when you click
the Create Expression button. So after clicking the Create Expression button, go to the Expression box and
add $input to the beginning of the expression. For example, if your expression is //note[1]/to[1]/text(), you
would need to change it to $input//note[1]/to[1]/text() in order for it to work correctly.

• Use Array for Plain Text, XML, JSON, and YAML Message Parsings

When this checkbox is checked, the results are saved to an Automation Engine Array variable, where each value can be
referenced numerically. For example: &VAR[1], &VAR[2], etc.  If this box  is not checked, the whole result is returned
as one variable.

Setting Task Variables for All Headers and Properties

When the Set Task Variables for all Headers & Properties checkbox is checked, the following task variables are set for all
tasks: 

• CorrelationID
• DeliveryMode
• Destination
• MessageID
• Priority
• Timestamp
• ReplyTo
• Type
• All user defined properties

The variable &MESSAGES_RECEIVED# is always set.

All of these variables have a # suffix. For example, in a post processing script you would reference Priority as &Priority#.

All Header variables have a prefix of JMS such as JMSPriority or JMSCorrelationID so as not to conflict with any
Automation Engine variables (specifically Priority).

 Creating RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs
You create RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs by selecting a Connection object and a queue or topic. You can then define the
message and specify other settings.

To create an RA JMS Agent Receiver Job:

1. Add a Job object of type JMS > RECEIVER and select your RA JMS Agent Solution Agent object in the Host field on
the Attributes page.

2. Open the JMS Receiver page.
3. Fill-in the fields on the right side of the screen.

• Connection

A JMS Connection object.
• Queue/Topic

Use the radio button control to select a Queue or Topic for your Job. The drop-down lists for the Queue or Topic fields
include the queue or topic names defined in the selected Connection object. You can:

• Select one of these names.
• Select one of these names and edit it.
• Type in a custom name.
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These editable value fields can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object
variables will be replaced at runtime.

• Dynamic Queue/Dynamic Topic

Supported by TIBCO EMS and Apache ActiveMQ providers. When checked, if you enter a queue or topic name that
does not exist, the RA JMS Agent will create the queue or topic for you. That queue or topic will exist as long as: 

• There are messages on the queue or topic.
• A message consumer is listening on the queue or topic.

This field can also be used to enter the physical name of the queue or topic rather than the JNDI registered name. For
example, if you have a queue or topic name that's hidden and you only want others to use the physical name that is not
available through JNDI look-up.

• Subscriber Properties Durable

Designates the subscriber as a durable subscriber. This checkbox is only active when Topic is selected above. When
this box is checked, Subscriber Name and Client ID become required fields.

• Subscriber Properties Shared

Designates the subscriber as a shared subscriber. This checkbox is only active when the following are true:

• Topic is selected above.
• A JMS 2.0 provider is selected in the Connection object.

Currently, TIBCO EMS is our only supported JMS 2.0 provider.
• Subscriber

The name of the durable or shared subscriber. This field is used to either: 

• Identify an existing subscriber.
• Name a subscriber to create.

This field is only active when the following are true:

• Topic is selected above.
• The Shared Subscriber or Durable Subscriber boxes below are checked.

• Client ID

The name for the unique client ID that is used for durable subscriptions. This field is only active when the following are
true:

• Topic is selected above.
• The Shared Subscriber or Durable Subscriber boxes below are checked.

• Include Message Headers and Properties

When checked, the RA JMS Agent includes all headers and properties of the message in the Job report.
• Include Message Payload

When checked, the RA JMS Agent includes the message payload in the Job report.

When this checkbox and the Include Message Headers and Properties in the Job Report checkbox above are both
checked, the headers, properties, and message payload are all saved to the same Job report.

When the message is a bytes message, and this box is checked, a message is written to the Job report with the number of
bytes.

• Timeout

The number of seconds to wait for a message before the Job times out. The default timeout is set in the Agent
definition.

• Fail Job on Timeout

Specifies whether the Job should abort upon its first timeout or allow the Job to finish successfully without receiving the
message.

• Fail Job on Unexpected Message Type

If checked the Job should abort on receiving messages with a different type than defined in the parsing section if any
parsings are defined.

• Receive Multiple Messages

If checked, the Job can receive multiple messages from its queue or a topic. If you check this box, you must specify a
value for Maximum Runtime, Maximum Messages, or both.
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• Maximum Runtime

Specifies the number of seconds for the maximum runtime. This and the Maximum Messages field are only active
when the Receive Multiple Messages checkbox is selected above. Once a Job reaches its maximum runtime or
maximum messages, the Job will finish normally.

The seconds specified in the Timeout field apply to each message.
• Maximum Messages

Specifies the maximum number of messages that can be received within one Job execution. This and the Maximum
Runtime field is only active when the Receive Multiple Messages checkbox is selected above. Once a Job reaches its
maximum runtime or maximum messages, the Job will finish normally.

The seconds specified in the Timeout field apply to each message.
4. Optionally filter the messages to be received. For more information, see Defining Filters for RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs.
5. Optionally specify report settings for the Job. For more information, see Specifying Report Settings for RA JMS Agent

Receiver Jobs.
6. Optionally define parsings for the RA JMS Agent Receiver Job headings, properties and message. For more information,

see Defining Parsings for RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs
7. Click Save to save the Job.

 Defining Filters for RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs

You define filters of header values or property values on the Filtering page. The field below the table shows a preview of the
filter. For details about the filter language, see the JMS standards and specifications.

You can define custom filters in the Message Filters table. These custom filters limit the received messages to what you
define. To add filters to the Message Filters table:

1. Click the Add Row button.
2. Enter the following for the filter.

• Name

The filter name. The drop-down lists for this field includes user defined property names and header values from the
Connection object. You can:

• Select one of these names.
• Select one of these names and edit it.
• Type in a custom name.

This field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

• Operator

Allows you to select from a fixed list of string and numeric operators.
• Value

The value to filter by. If the value is a character, it needs to be enclosed in ' ' quotes. If the value is a number, it does
not need quotes.This field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object
variables will be replaced at runtime.

• Condition

The condition for the next filter when additional filters are defined. Options for conditions are:

• AND
• OR
• ) AND
• AND (
• ) OR
• OR (

Opening and closing parentheses can be included in the Name or Value fields or selected as part of the condition here.
Check the field at the bottom of the panel to assure that your opening and closing parentheses are where you intend for
them to be.

The text area at the bottom of the panel displays the command that will be used for filtering. This command is updated
every time you add, duplicate, edit, delete or move a filter.
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 Specifying Report Settings for RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs

You specify report settings on the Report Settings page.

• Write Files for Headers & Properties

When checked, the RA JMS Agent includes all headers and properties of the message in a file. You specify the location
and name of the file in the Directory and File Name fields below.

• Write Files for Payload

When checked, the RA JMS Agent includes the message payload in a file. You specify the location and name of the file in
the Directory and File Name fields below.

When the received message is a bytes message, and both this box and the Write Headers & Properties to a File box
are checked, the binary payload cannot be written to the same file as the headers and properties which is text. Instead, the
headers and properties are written to a separate text file with the same name and a .properties extension.

• Directory

The directory to write the file to.

This field can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object variables will be
replaced at runtime.

• File Name

The file name. You can use the following replacements in this field: 

• {n} to substitute for the message number (1 for a single message).
• {RunID} to substitute for the RunID for each run of the Job.
• Header and property names can be used inside { } brackets. For example, {Priority} or {Destination}.
• Object variables in the format &<variable name>.

• Message Delimiter

The message delimiter that appears when there is more than one message in the file.

It is a good idea to include \n at the beginning and end of the delimiter to designate new lines.
• Payload Delimiter

The payload delimiter that appears when both the Write Headers & Properties to a File and Write Payload to a File
boxes are checked.

It is a good idea to include \n at the beginning and end of the delimiter to designate new lines.
• Map/Stream Delimiter

The delimiter when you have a series of one line properties from a map or stream. You can enter in a delimiter or select
Comma, Tab, or Newline from the drop-down list.

• Write All Messages to One File

When checked, all messages are written to a single file.

When the received message is bytes, it does not make sense to write multiple messages of binary data to the same file. In
this case, the file will contain only the last message.

When this box is unchecked, the RA JMS Agent will create a new file for each message. The files will be named <file
name>_<number>, where <file name> is the name entered in the File Name field above and <number> is a sequential
integer starting with 1.

• Overwrite Existing File

When checked, the file is overwritten for each Job run.
• Register File

When checked, the file is registered as output for the Job and can be viewed from the Job statistics in the user interface.
• Move File to Database

When checked, the contents of the file are moved to the database and the file is removed from the file system. This field is
only active when the Register File box is checked.

Example Report
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The text from a sample report is shown below.

CorrelationID=755
DeliveryMode=1
Destination=queue://dynamicQueues/IRJ
MessageID=ID:dev.server-26980-1393885394969-26159:1:1:1:1
Priority=4
Timestamp=1394057327456
Timestamp1=Wed Feb 15 14:08:47 PST 2017
ReplyTo=null
Type=null
Custom=thirtyeight
----------------------------------
Operation_Complete

 Defining Parsings for RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs

You define parsings for headers, properties, and JMS messages from the Parsing page to extract values from the response.
You define parsings in tables. When the Set Task Variables for all Headers & Properties checkbox is checked, task
variables are created and set for all headers and properties.

You can create a response parsing query to extract values from the response. To add a payload parsing to an RA JMS Agent
Receiver Job, select the Parsing.

Adding Parsings

To add a parsing:

1. For Message Parsings: Select a message type to parse from the Message Type field. The message types are:

• Plain Text
• XML
• JSON
• YAML
• Map
• Bytes (no parsing available)
• Stream

The message type you select determines the layout of the table in the Message Parsing section.

No parsing table is displayed if you select Bytes as the message type and screen will display "No Parsing for Bytes". This is
because you cannot parse the payload for bytes. Bytes is only included in the list for completeness.

2. Click the Add Row button in the appropriate table.
3. Enter the following for the filter.

• Header

for Headers Parsing

The options for the header name are limited to:

• The available headers, which are CorrelationID, ReplyTo, Type, Priority, and Expiration.
• Any pre-defined properties defined in the selected Connection object.

• Name

for Properties Parsing

The drop-down lists for the Name field includes properties defined in the selected Connection object. You can:

• Select one of these names.
• Select one of these names and edit it.
• Type in a custom name.
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These editable value fields can include object variables in the format &<variable name>. The values of these object
variables will be replaced at runtime.

• Parsing Type

for Plain Text, XML, JSON, and YAML Message Parsings

Used to add message parsing. By default, the options are:

Plain Text and YAML:

• Regular Expressions

XML:

• XPath
• XQuery

JSON:

• JSONPath
• JSON to XML and XQuery: This type takes JSON, converts it to XML, and runs it through an XQuery, then it puts

the results back into JSON.

There is a feature to include Groovy as a parsing type. It allows you to harness the power of Java and Groovy to
parse the response. Because it makes all the Java/Groovy methods available, it can be a security concern and is
therefore turned off by default. Groovy can only be selected as parsing type when the Allow Groovy for Parsings of
Received Messages box on the JMS page of the Agent is checked. If you need to define Groovy parsings, consult your
Automation Engine Administrator.

• Key

for Map Message Parsings

A key name.
• Index

for Stream Message Parsings

An index number (a sequential integer starting with 1).
• Output Type

for All Parsings

Select an output type in the Output Type field. Available options are:

• Save as Variable: A variable with the name you specify in the Output Name field is saved to the database. An
Automation Engine scripting language variable's name is limited to 32 alphanumeric characters, including the
special characters "$", "_", "@", "§" and "#". German Umlauts are not allowed. The first character must not be a
number.

• Write to Job Report: Writes the resulting value to the Job's report log prefixed by the optional name you specified
in the Output Name field.

• Save as Report: Saves the resulting value to a report in the <Agent>/bin/task_reports directory based on the name
you specified in the Output Name field. The file will be registered with the Automation Engine and viewable from
the Automic Web Interface. When this option is used, the RA JMS Agent expects a parameter value of a file name.
If you enter a file name with fully qualified path, the Job will get an error like the following:

java.io.FileNotFoundException: task_reports/u01/users/qa4/v10/RA_JMS_Alpha/test3.txt (No
 such file or directory)

• Write to File: Writes the resulting value to a file on the Agent's file system. You can enter either a stand-alone
file name to write to the <Agent>/bin/task_reports directory on the Agent's file system or a file name with fully
qualified path to a different location on the Agent's file system. The file will not be registered with the Automation
Engine and is not viewable from the Automic Web Interface.

• End Job and Abort Job: For message parsing. They allow you to end or abort a Job. This is most useful when
receiving multiple messages. A match value can optionally be entered in the Output Name field. If a match value
is entered, the action will be taken if the match value equals the parse result. If no match value is entered the action
will be taken if the parse result is non-empty. A special match value of 'NULL' can be used, it will cause the action
to be taken if the parse result is empty. For examples, see Examples: End Job and Abort Job Payload Parsing.
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• Output Name

for All Parsings

The output name you select will be used as the variable, file name, or Job report prefix; depending on your selection in
the Output Type field.

For Properties Parsings: you can use {n} in this field when you have multiple messages and the message numbers will
be substituted for {n}. For more an example of this feature see, Example: Receiving Multiple Messages with a Single
RA JMS Agent Receiver Job.

• Expression

for Map or Stream Message Parsings

The expression to parse. You can type in an expression, or click the cell editor icon to open the Test Expression dialog.
For more information on the Test Expression dialog, see Examples: JMS Payload Parsing Web Service Response
Parsing.

With XPath, XQuery, and JSON types, you can automatically generate an expression from a value in the Input box by
selecting the value and clicking the Create Expression button. The Create Expression button is grayed out when the
Line Numbers box is checked.

Warning:  XQuery types require $input in front of their query. This is not automatically added when you click
the Create Expression button. So after clicking the Create Expression button, go to the Expression box and
add $input to the beginning of the expression. For example, if your expression is //note[1]/to[1]/text(), you
would need to change it to $input//note[1]/to[1]/text() in order for it to work correctly.

• Use Array

for Plain Text, XML, JSON, and YAML Message Parsings

When this checkbox is checked, the results are saved to an Automation Engine Array variable, where each value can be
referenced numerically. For example: &VAR[1], &VAR[2], etc.  If this box  is not checked, the whole result is returned
as one variable.

Setting Task Variables for All Headers and Properties

When the Set Task Variables for all Headers & Properties checkbox is checked, the following task variables are set for all
tasks: 

• CorrelationID
• DeliveryMode
• Destination
• MessageID
• Priority
• Timestamp
• ReplyTo
• Type
• All user defined properties

The variable &MESSAGES_RECEIVED# is always set.

All of these variables have a # suffix. For example, in a post processing script you would reference Priority as &Priority#.

All Header variables have a prefix of JMS such as JMSPriority or JMSCorrelationID so as not to conflict with any
Automation Engine variables (specifically Priority).

 Example: Receiving Multiple Messages with a Single RA JMS Agent Receiver Job

In this example, the variables &locations{n}# and &i_{n}# are used in the output name for a property parsing to allow you to
receive multiple messages with a single RA JMS Agent Receiver Job. The message numbers are substituted for {n}.
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The {n} in the &locations{n}#and &i_{n}# variables use code on the Job's Post Process page to receive multiple messages
based on a Script object. Note that &MESSAGES_RECEIVED# is the essential variable to iterate.
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 Example: Minimizing the Wait Between Receiver Job Runs Using Time Events

This example shows how to continuously execute a Receiver with the minimum wait between Job runs.

To continuously execute a Receiver with the minimum wait between Job runs:

1. Define your Receiver Job with the following settings.

Field Description

Timeout seconds 58

Receive Multiple Messages Checked

Maximim Runtime seconds 58

2. Define a Time event to activate the Job every minute.

The Time Event and Event Process pages of a sample Time event that activates the Job every minute is shown below. For
more information on event objects, see your Automation Engine documentation.
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The File event will run the Receiver Job every minute, and it will run for 58 seconds each time.

 Examples: End Job and Abort Job Payload Parsing

When defining parsings for RA JMS Agent Receiver Jobs with a text-based message type, you can select the End Job and
Abort Job for the output type:

• XML
• JSON
• Plain Text
• YAML

These output types allow you to end or abort a Job. This is most useful when receiving multiple messages. A match value can
optionally be entered in the Output Name field. If a match value is entered, the action will be taken if the match value equals
the parse result. If no match value is entered, the action will be taken if the parse result is non-empty. A special match value of
'NULL' can be used, it will cause the action to be taken if the parse result is empty.

Ending the Job when the Text 'Done' Is Received

When this Job receives the text 'Done', it will end

• 'End Job' is selected in the Output Type field.
• 'Done' is entered in the Output Name field.
• 'Groovy' is selected in the Parsing Type field.
• A Groovy expression is entered in the Expression box.
• Sample input that returns 'Done' is entered in the Input box.

When this Job receives the text 'Done', it will end.
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Using Regular Expressions to End or Abort the Job

In the example images below:

• 'End Job' is selected in the first Output Type field and 'Abort Job' is selected in the second Output Type field.
• The Output Name fields have no values.
• 'Regular Expression' is selected in the Parsing Type fields.
• Regular expressions are entered in the Expression boxes.

When this Job received, it will end if 'COMPLETED' follows any number of characters and it will abort if 'FAIL' follows any
number of characters.
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Ending the Job When Any Text Is Received

In the example image below: 

• 'End Job' is selected in the Output Type field.
• Nothing is entered in the Output Name field.
• 'XPath' is selected in the Parsing Type field.
• An XPath expression is entered in the Expression box to get the value of attr1.
• Sample input that returns 'aa' is entered in the Input box.

When this Job receives any text for attr1, it will end.
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Ending the Job When No Text Is Received

In the example image below: 

• 'End Job' is selected in the Output Type field.
• 'NULL' is entered in the Output Name field.
• 'XPath' is selected in the Parsing Type field.
• An XPath expression is entered in the Expression box to get the value of attr2.
• Sample input that returns a null value is entered in the Input box.

When this Job receives a null value for attr2, it will end.
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 Overriding RA JMS Agent Job Attributes
You can read and set the specific attributes of RA JMS Agent Jobs by using the script elements GET_ATT and :PUT_ATT.
This topic lists the available attributes for RA JMS Agent Jobs by Job type. For documentation on using GET_ATT and
:PUT_ATT commands, see your Automation Engine documentation.

Job attributes are case-sensitive.

Sender Job Fields

General Panel
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Field XML Name Available Values

Connection connection Text

Queue or Topic queueOrTopic • Q
• T

Queue queueName Text

Topic topicName Text

Dynamic Queue/Topic dynamic • true
• false

Wait for Response response • true
• false

Timeout timeout Text

Fail Job on Timeout failOnTimeout • true
• false

Include Message Headers and Properties
in the Job Report

headersInReport • true
• false

Include Message Payload in the Job
Report

payloadInReport • true
• false

Definition Panel

Field XML Name Available Values

Message Type payload_messageType • Plain Text
• XML
• JSON
• YAML
• Map
• Bytes
• Stream

Direct Input payload_dataSource • file
• text

File payload_fileSource Text

Syntax Coloring syntaxColoring Text

Validate Payload at Runtime validatePayload • true
• false

Schema File payload_schemaFile • true
• false

Headers & Properties Panel

Field XML Name Available Values

Disable Message ID disableMsgId • true
• false

Disable Message Timestamp disableMsgTimeStamp • true
• false
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Field XML Name Available Values

Persistent Delivery persistentDelivery • true
• false

Use Job Headers Only jobHeaders • true
• false

Use Job Properties Only jobProperties • true
• false

Receiver Job Fields

General Panel

Field XML Name Available Values

Connection connection Text

Queue or Topic queueOrTopic • Q
• T

Queue queueName Text

Topic topicName Text

Subscriber subscriber Text

Client ID clientId Text

Subscriber
Properties Shared

sharedSubscriber • true
• false

Subscriber
Properties Durable

durable • true
• false

Dynamic Queue/Topic dynamic • true
• false

Include Message Headers and Properties
in the Job Report

headersInReport • true
• false

Include Message Payload in the Job
Report

payloadInReport • true
• false

Timeout timeout Text

Fail Job on Timeout failOnTimeout • true
• false

Fail Job on Unexpected Message Type failOnMsgType • true
• false

Receive Multiple Messages receiveMultiple • true
• false

Maximum Runtime maxRuntime  

Maximum Messages maxMessages  

Report Settings Panel
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Field XML Name Available Values

Write Files for Headers & Properties headersInFile • true
• false

Write Files for Payload payloadInFile • true
• false

Directory messageFileDirectory Text

File Name messageFileName Text

Message Delimiter messageDelimiter Text

Payload Delimiter payloadDelimiter Text

Map/Stream Delimiter mapStreamDelimiter Text

Write All Messages to One File writeMultiple • true
• false

Overwrite Existing File overwrite • true
• false

Register File registerFile • true
• false

Move File to Database copyToDB • true
• false

Payload Panel

Field XML Name Available Values

Message Type parsingMessageType • Plain Text
• XML
• JSON
• YAML
• Map
• Bytes
• Stream

 Managing Job Reports and Optional Reports
Using the Rapid Automation page, you can specify how Job reports are saved, and whether they include Agent log
information.

Specifying Job Report Settings

Using the settings in the Job Report section, you can specify how Job reports are saved.

• Store to

• Database: When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the
process protocol is transferred to the Automation Engine database via file transfer.

• File: When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process
protocol is available in the target system as a file.

• Generate on error only

Determines when the Job report is stored in the Automation Engine database and/or a file in the target system. Options are:

• Always
• On error only

This function is only available when Database and/or File are checked above.
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Specifying Whether to Write Agent Log to the Job Report

Using the settings in the Write agent log, to job report option in the Optional reports section, you can determine whether
Job reports will include an Agent log tab with an Agent log when there are errors. Keeping this box checked is recommended
for troubleshooting purposes.

 Setting Trace
When you need to troubleshoot a Rapid Automation Agent loaded into an Automation Engine system, you can turn on Rapid
Automation trace for AGENT and JOBS objects from either the System Overview dialog in the Automation Engine user
interface or the ucxjcitx.ini file. You can turn on Rapid Automation user interface trace from the uc4config.xml file.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the System Overview Dialog

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects in the user interface, go to System Overview dialog, right-
click the Agent, pick Properties. In the dialog that pops up, set RA to 99 to turn trace on or set RA to 0 to turn trace off.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the ucxjcitx.ini File

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects with the ucxjcitx.ini file:

1. Stop the Agent(s) from the ServiceManager window or command line.
2. Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.

To turn trace: Set:  

On for the Rapid Automation Agent, and its third-party
libraries

ra=99

Off ra=0

Third-party library trace can only be set in the ucxjcitx.ini file. It cannot be set through the UserInterface like for other
Agents

3. In the code below, ra=99 turns Rapid Automation trace on:

[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
max_trace_kb=8000
tcp/ip=0ra=99
            
trccount=10

4. Restart the Agent(s).

For more information on setting trace, see your Automation Engine documentation.

4 Appendix A: Options for Large Files and
Performance

When dealing with large files, memory limitations can pose a challenge. You can get around this by using the following
memory related options of Java as below:

java -Xmx4096m -Xms256m -Dweblogic.MaxMessageSize=200000000 -jar ucxjcitx.jar

When Oracle WebLogic server is used, you can set Dweblogic.MaxMessageSize. Although 200000000 is set for
Dweblogic.MaxMessageSize in the example above, you may not be able to use that much memory due to other factors such as
hardware capacity.
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5 Appendix B: SSL Configuration for IBM
WebSphere MQ

SSL Configuration is similar to other providers with some additional settings.

SSL Configuration on the MQ Queue Manager Side

Suppose a Queue Manager is secured using the SSL certificate. SSL client sends a certificate only if it has one labeled in the
correct WebSphere MQ format: for a queue manager on UNIX, i5/OS, or Windows, ibmwebspheremq followed by the name
of your queue manager changed to lower case. For example, for QM1, ibmwebspheremqqm1. The channel has an SSL Cipher
Spec defined. For example, RC4_SHA_US.

In the JMS RA JMS Agent Solution Agent Object

In the Connection object for IBM WebSphere MQ using SSL, you will need to add a property called "IBM WMQ
SSLCipherSuite" with the proper value for the corresponding CipherSuite. For example, the value of the CipherSuite is
SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA.

CipherSpecs Supported by IBM WebSphere MQ and Their Equivalent CipherSuites

CipherSpec Equivalent CipherSuite

NULL_MD5 SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5

NULL_SHA SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA

RC4_MD5_EXPORT SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5

RC4_MD5_US SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5

RC4_SHA_US SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA

RC2_MD5_EXPORT SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5

DES_SHA_EXPORT SSL_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA

RC4_56_SHA_EXPORT1024 SSL_RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_RC4_56_SHA

DES_SHA_EXPORT1024 SSL_RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA

TRIPLE_DES_SHA_US SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA SSL_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA SSL_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

AES_SHA_US2  

TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA SSL_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA

FIPS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA SSL_RSA_FIPS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA

FIPS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA SSL_RSA_FIPS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA

The Agent should be run with the following options where "Path" is the folder where the trustStore file is located.

-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=(Path)/truststore.jks -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<Password>
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6 Appendix C: Changing Size Limits for IBM
Websphere MQ

Default size limit for an individual queue for IBM Websphere MQ is 4,194,304 bytes. This can be set up to a maximum size
limit of 104,857,600 bytes. The error message shown below is thrown if the size of the message sent exceeds the size limit:

2010 MQRC_DATA_LENGTH_ERROR

The maximum size limit, attribute MAXMSGL/user interface field name Maximum message length (bytes), needs to be
increased to a large enough value (maximum 104,857,600 bytes), not only on the queue, but on all the following objects:

• SVRCONN channel
• CLNTCONN channel
• Queue Manager
• Queue

7 Appendix D: Changing Size Limits for Oracle
WebLogic Server

To change the size limits for Oracle WebLogic Server, following the steps below:

1. Configure the System Property -Dweblogic.MaxMessageSize

This setting applies to all WebLogic Server network packets delivered to the client, not just JMS related packets.
2. Using the WLS console for the admin and all the managed server, increase the value of the Maximum Message Size field

found under the Protocols > General tab for the server.

Default size is 10 MB and is configured on a per WebLogic Server instance basis using the console.
3. Using the WLS console for the admin and all the managed server, increase the value of the Maximum Message Size field

found under the Configuration > Thresholds and Quotas tab for the queue.

The default value is quite high, as high as 2,147,483,647 bytes (around 2 GB).

Even after setting all the values, the message for the user posts may not be up to the maximum size limit, as it may be limited
by the physical limitation of memory for the WebLogic Server.

8 Release Highlights for the RA JMS Agent v2

New Features Only in Major and Minor Versions of All Automic Software

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not
included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).

• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the
version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Getting the Latest Information

Documentation, release notes, and other information is often updated after software is released. The table below shows where
to find the most recent information for Automic software releases.
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To find the most recent: Go to the:

Bug fixes, known issues, and workarounds Automic Download Center

HTML5 documentation and .pdf files for documentation and
release notes

Automic Hosted Documentation

Compatibility for Automic software components, versions,
and sub-components

Automic Compatibility Checker

Automic product support CA Support

Java 1.7 or 1.8 Requirements

The RA JMS Agent requires Java 1.7 or 1.8 on the Agent machine and all machines where the user interface is installed. If
Java 1.7 or 1.8 is not the default version of Java for the user interface, it can be specified in the ucdj.ini file as shown below:

cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
 com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory - U%User%

On the Agent machine, the explicit path to Java 1.7 or 1.8 is needed on the command to start the Agent as shown below:

/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar

Recommendations Based on Performance Metrics

The following recommendations come from our tests of the RA JMS Agent: 

1. Sender: JMS message sending is basically unlimited for JMS providers with standard configuration settings. It depends on
the ability of the Automation Engine to execute the sending of messages

Successfully tested: Up to 200 messages/minute of standard size (under 4MB) with 2 CPs, 4WPs on a single-node
Automation Engine system.

Limitations: sending over 200 messages/minute with large payload sizes (more than 4MB).
2. Receiver: JMS message receiving is unlimited with standard provider configuration settings. Tens of thousands of standard

messages can be received in under a minute.

Successfully tested: 10,000 messages/minute of average size (under 500K payload) with 2 CPs, 4WPs on a single-node
Automation Engine system.

Limitations: none with standard provider configuration settings
3. It is not recommended to send and receive payload sizes above 200MB using the RA JMS Agent.
4. Since the JMS messages are written directly into memory before being passed to the providers, we recommend the

following:

• For payload sizes above 1MB, we recommend adding memory to the Java process running the Agent. Starting the
Agent with the -Xmx2096m switch should also be considered.

• For payload sizes above 10MB for messages larger than 10MB, we recommend doubling the memory availability to the
Java process running the Agent.

Before increasing memory settings, confirm that you have the necessary memory available.

Helpful Hints

• Add memory and specify settings as described in Recommendations Based on Performance Metrics above.
• Copy your provider .jar files to the Agent's directory structure. A good place for them is the bin directory.

Provider .jar files are not supplied by Automic Software, you get them from your provider administrator.
• If you use Oracle WebLogic, confirm the authentication information for the Agent and add it to the Connection object in

the Principal and Credentials fields on General tab.
• Check your JMS provider limitations on payload size settings and Queue/Topic storage.

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
https://support.ca.com/
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• Confirm the provider's use and format of Dynamic Queuing. Checking the Dynamic Queue/Topic box for Jobs where the
provider does not have this feature causes errors.

V2.1.0

Automic Web Interface Features Added

The following features were added to the RA JMS Agent for the Automic Web Interface.

• You can now add XML from the schema to the Data Input box by clicking the XML icon.
• When parsing, with XPath, XQuery, and JSON types, you can now automatically generate an expression from a value in

the Input box by selecting the value and clicking the Create Expression button.

V2.0.0

Support for the Automic Web Interface

The RA JMS Agent has been redesigned and is now supported for the Automic Web Interface, which is available for
Automation Engine v12 and above.

What's New: Create as Array Options for Automation Engine v11 and Above

If you are running the Web Service Agent in Automation Engine v11 and above, there is now a Create as Array checkbox is
included on the Add dialog for parsings when you select Save as Variable in the Output Type field. When this checkbox is
checked, the results are saved to an Automation Engine Array variable, where each value can be referenced numerically.

What's New: Using the &JMSMessageID# Task Variable in Workflows

When a message is sent, the JMS provider code inserts a unique message ID into the message. When the send call to the
provider returns, the RA JMS Agent gets the ID from the message and sets the task variable &JMSMessageID#. When you
include a Sender Job in an Automation Engine Workflow, you can use the &JMSMessageID# task variable in the Workflow's
tasks that follow or in the post process script of the Sender Job.

What's New: Waiting for Responses for Sender Jobs

There is a new Wait for Response checkbox for Sender Jobs. When checked, the Job creates a unique queue and when the
Job is run, it stays active until it gets a response. You will be able to define parsing for the response the same way you do for
Sender Jobs. There are also options to specify timeout seconds, and to fail the Job on timeout.

9 Copyright

Copyright © Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.
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Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

10

To configure Workflow child Job tracking in Automation Engine v11.1 and above, you must: 

1. Enable child Job tracking in the RA Informatica Agent solution Agent object definition.

If you do not wish to track child Jobs of one or more particular Workflows, you can disabled it in their Job definition.
2. Specify a number of seconds as the Child Job Status Update Interval in the RA Informatica Agent solution Agent object

definition (default 30 seconds).

11

12

Automic Community

13

Automic Download Center

14

This path refers to the file system on the Agent host computer (which is also the Hyperion file system).

15

Technical Support Team

16

Printing Topics

To print individual topics from a HTML5 documentation, select the topic and click Print in the bar at the top of the screen.

To print entire guides, print from the .pdf files.

17

community.automic.com

18

Using the RA tab, you can specify how JMS Job reports are saved, whether they include Agent log information, and whether
the information from the JMS Agent-specific tab is displayed when executing the Job from the Automation Engine local client.

https://downloads.automic.com/
https://community.automic.com/
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19

To load Rapid Automation component .jar files into Applications Manager, go to the Tools menu and select Rapid Automation
Loader. This opens the Rapid Automation Loader window. Within this window you can browse the local directory structure,
select a directory where component .jar files are located, pick one and load it into Applications Manager.

This topic is not relevant when you load the JMS Agent into an Automation Engine system.

keyfile.ini Requirements

With Applications Manager, RA Agents require two lines in the keyfile.ini, one that allows the user to load the Agent .jar file
and the other that allows the specific type of Agent to run. If you have purchased an RA Agent, your keyfile.ini will have the
appropriate lines. However, if they are not present, or if you grab a keyfile.ini from a different instance, you will either not see
the Rapid Automation Loader menu item (in the case of not having the RA line) or not be able to start the RA Agent. Text
from a sample keyfile.ini file with the RA Loader and two RA Agents is shown below:

RA=06-03-2013x12-31-2013x999
FTPAGENT=06-03-2013x12-31-2013x999
BANNERAGENT=06-03-2013x12-31-2013x999

Java Requirements

The JMS Agent requires Java 1.7 or above on the Agent machine and all machines where the client is installed.

Setting Debug Before Loading the Agent

Before loading the Agent, it is a good idea to turn Rapid Automation debug on by adding radebuglevel=99 in the Agent's
awenv.ini file.

This will give more troubleshooting information if something goes wrong during the install. After a successful Agent install,
you can set radebuglevel=0, and restart the Agent to turn Rapid Automation debug off.

Using the Rapid Automation Loader

To use the Rapid Automation Loader:

1. Go to the Tools menu and select Rapid Automation Loader.

Applications Manager opens the Rapid Automation Loader window.
2. From the Rapid Automation Loader window, browse to a directory where RA components are on your PC using the

Browse button.
3. Select a component from the Available Components box.
4. Optionally enter an ID number for the component in the ID field. If you don't enter an ID number the next available number

will be used.

In most cases you would not need to worry about ID numbers. You would only need to set one in rare cases such as
when an Agent with references is deleted out of the database and it needs to be recreated with the same number in the
SO_OPERATORS table.

5. Click OK or Apply.

OK saves the changes and closes the window. Apply saves the changes and keeps the window open. In either case
a confirmation window will tell you that the component was loaded and the component will be added to the Loaded
Components box.

You will now be able to define Agents of this type in Applications Manager.
6. If you are upgrading an existing RA Agent type that you have Agents defined for, you must stop and restart the

AgentService process for all previously defined Agents.
7. Once the component has been loaded, you must log out and log back in to the Applications Manager client.

Deleting Loaded Components

To delete a loaded component, select the component and click Delete. In order to delete a component, you must first delete any
objects from Applications Manager that reference this component.

Comparing Build Information
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To compare build information between available and loaded components, select an available component from your PC in the
Available Components box and a loaded component from the Loaded Components box and click Build Info. Applications
Manager opens the Build Info window shown below where you can compare the information for the two builds.
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You can specify the timeout seconds between the Automation Engine UserInterface and Rapid Automation Agents using the
agentTimeout setting in the uc4config.xml file.

<paths>
        <docu type="hh">../../docu</docu>
        <!--docu type="wh">../docu</docu-->
        <!--browser type="Mozilla Firefox">/users/uc4/firefox/firefox</browser-->
        <logging count="10">../temp/UCDJ_LOG_##.TXT</logging>
        <trace count="10" ra="9" tcp="10" xml="10">../temp/UCDJ_TRC_##.TXT</trace>
        <tcpip_keepalive>1</tcpip_keepalive>
        <tcp_nodelay>1</tcp_nodelay>
        <agentTimeout>300</agentTimeout> 
        <SendBufferSize>1048576</SendBufferSize>
        <RecvBufferSize>1048576</RecvBufferSize>
</paths>

If no agentTimeout setting is specified, 100 seconds will be used.

When an Agent times out, a pop-up error is returned.

21

To browse the Agent file system (which is also the Hyperion file system) for the file, use the Browse button. If there is no
connection to the Agent, the Browse button is disabled.

22

Child Job tracking is available for Automation Engine v11.1/The RAcore v11.1 and above . With this feature, you can monitor
the status of each Session/Task within an RA Informatica Agent Workflow. In previous release, these Session/Task statuses
were only shown on the Job report when a Workflow Job finished. When a Workflow Job is running, the Sessions or Tasks
within that Workflow are shown under the running Workflow.

The status of the child and the remote status of the Informatica Session/Task will be updated periodically based on the Agents'
Child Job Status Update Interval setting.

This feature is for monitoring purposes only. The Session reports will still be available under the parent Workflow. No report
is available at the child level. No actions are available to manipulate the individual Sessions/Tasks of the Workflow. Child Job
statuses shown in Automation Engine do not affect the outcome of the Workflow Job run.

23

This topic describes how to install the JMS Agent in an existing Automation Engine system.

Steps to Install or Upgrade the JMS Agent
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Make sure that this and other Java Agents can only connect to TCP port numbers that are lower than 65536. If they use a
higher port number, the Agent cannot start and aborts with an error message. This limitation is caused by Java and affects the
Agents for JMX, Databases, SAP, and RA.

To set-up the RA JMS Agent, you need to:

• Meet the Java Requirements as described in the Java Requirements section below.
• Load a license in the database for the Agent.
• Put the Agent core file(s) on the host machine.
• Do one of the following: 

• For Windows: Execute the setup.exe file.
• For UNIX: Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file.

• Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.
• Load the JMS .jar file into the database.
• Copy your provider .jar files to the Agent's directory structure. A good place for them is the bin directory. You will need

them in place when specifying provider types,
• Create an Agent object. The RA Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000.
• Enable Rapid Automation trace to provide more troubleshooting information.
• Start the Agent.
• Disable Rapid Automation trace.

Java Requirements

On the host, check the current version of your system's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) using the following command:

java -version

The JMS Agent requires Java 1.7 or 1.8 on the Agent machine and all machines where the user interface is installed. If Java 1.7
or 1.8 are not the default version of Java for the user interface, it can be specified in the ucdj.ini file as shown below:

cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
 com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory - U%User%

On the Agent machine, the explicit path to the Java JDE or JDK 1.7 or 1.8 is needed on the command to start the Agent. An
example is shown below:

/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

For platform-specific Java requirements on your Automation Engine machine, see your Automation Engine release notes.

You can get the necessary files to install Java from Oracle.

Specifying More Memory for Java When You Have Large Messages

If you have large messages, you can use the -Xmx option to designate how much memory should be used by the JVM like the
following:

java -Xmx2024m
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Here is an example in the Service Manager program: 

"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_04\bin\java" -Xmx2024m -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=combinedclient.jks
 -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=password  -jar C:\Agents\RA_JMS\bin\ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

Receiver Jobs monitor memory consumption each time a message is received. If the memory consumption exceeds 80%,
messages like the following are written to the Job report and the Agent log.

In the Job report:

Memory Used: nn%

In the Agent log:

Memory Used: nn% {runid}

License File Requirement

License files for RA Agents need to have a EX.RA.<AGENT TYPE> line in them and be loaded into the database. For more
information on loading keyfiles, see your Automation Engine documentation.

Putting Agent Core Files on the Host Machine

Install each RA Agent in its own sub-directory on its host machine.

Warning:  The Agent core must be the same version as the Automation Engine. You can update the Agent core by
getting updated files for an Automation Engine release by downloading the image for that release from the Automic
Download Center and putting the Agent files in place following these instructions.

For UNIX

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

automic/agents/ra_ftp
automic/agents/ra_bo
automic/agents/ra_ws

2. Copy the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\unix sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file using the following commands:

gunzip ucxjcitx.tar.gz
tar -xvf ucxjcitx.tar

For Windows

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

C:\automic\agents\ra_ftp

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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C:\automic\agents\ra_bo
C:\automic\agents\ra_ws

2. Copy the files in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\windows\x86 sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Execute the setup.exe file.

Supplied Files

The Rapid Automation Agent core includes the following notable files:

• ucxjcitx.jar

Agent core for Rapid Automation
• ucxjcitx.ini

Rapid Automation configuration file
• *.jar

Libraries
• uc.msl

Message library
• setup.exe

The Windows installation executable for the RA Agent core

Editing the ucxjcitx.ini File

Edit the required parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file for the RA Agent described below.

• name

Name of the Agent object. The Agent name is limited to 32 of the following characters: "A-Z", "0-9", "_", ".", "$", "@", "-"
and "#".

Hyphens ("-") are only allowed in Agent names. They must not be used in the names of any other objects.

Although Agent names are limited to 32 characters, you should keep them under 25 characters. The last seven characters
are used for adding the suffix '.NEW.nn' when a new Agent is created from its template.

• system

Automation Engine system name. This entry must be identical to the entry in the .ini file of the Automation Engine server.
• cache_directory

Directory to which the Agent should store the RA solutions. This will be set to cache by default and does not need to be
altered unless you want to change it.

• lib_directory

Directory that contains external libraries that are not part of the solution (such as ojdbc6.jar).

Default: lib
• ra

Used for additional trace. Before starting a newly installed or upgraded Agent, it is a good idea to turn Rapid Automation
trace on by adding ra=99 as shown below. This will give more troubleshooting information if something goes wrong
during the install. After a successful Agent start, you can set ra=0, and restart the Agent to turn Rapid Automation trace
off.

• cp

Address of the communication process in the Automation Engine system to which the Agent should connect itself. The
format is:

<DNS name or TCP/IP address>:<port number> 

For information on the additional parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file, see your Automation Engine documentation.

http://downloads.automic.com/
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A sample ucxjcitx.ini file is shown below. The required parameters are shown in bold:

[GLOBAL]
name=RA01
            
system=AE
            
logcount=10
logging=../temp/RA_LOG_##.TXT
;LogMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
LogMaxSize = 0
language=E
helplib=uc.msl
 

[RA]
cache_directory=cache
            
ext_directory=external
shared_directory=shared
lib_directory=lib
            
 

[TCP/IP]
connect=20
cp=localhost:2217
 

[AUTHORIZATION]
KeyStore=
InitialPackage=
 

[VARIABLES]
uc_host_jcl_var=RA
uc_ex_path_bin=.
uc_ex_path_temp=..\temp\
uc_ex_path_jobreport=..\temp\
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[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
;TraceMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
TraceMaxSize=0
tcp/ip=0
ra=99
            
trccount=10
 

[CP_LIST]
2218=PC01
            

Loading the JMS .jar File into the Database

On the host machine, start the utility AE.DB Load and select the RA JMS Agent's .jar file. The utility will then load it to the
Automation Engine database. The .jar file can be loaded via the graphical interface or the Java batch mode (ucybdbld.jar) of
the utility Automation Engine DB Load. Loading with the Automation Engine DB Load in batch mode (ucybdbld.exe) under
Windows is not possible.

The RA Agent can only connect to one RA solution. If you intend to use several RA solutions, keep in mind that each solution
requires its own RA Agent.

You cannot load the same .jar file of an RA solution to several systems at a time. Any attempt to do so can cause the utility
Automation Engine DB Load to abort.

Copying Provider Files

Provider .jar files are not supplied by Automic Software, you get them from your provider administrator. Copy your provider
.jar files to the Agent's directory structure. A good place for them is the bin directory. You will need them in place when
specifying provider types as described in

Specifying General RA JMS Agent Solution Agent Object Settings

.

Starting the JMS Agent

The JMS Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000. A template for the Agent objects
is stored in the TEMPLATE folder.

You can use the following command to start the Agent via the command line (UNIX and Windows):

java -jar -Xrs -Xmx256M ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache
/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

You can also start the JMS Agent using the Service Manager program. For more information, see your Automation Engine
documentation.

If you load the JMS solution, then start the Agent shortly afterward, you may get a cached Agent rather than the one you just
loaded. You can avoid this by adding disable_cache to the end of the start command. That way the loaded version is always
started.
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Using the Compatibility Checker

The Automic Compatibility Checker found at docs.automic.com is the only official and up to date source for compatibility of
Automic software components, versions, and sub-components.

25

To set up SSL, get the x509 certificate from the application server, convert it to binary if it is text, and import the certificate
into the cacerts file of the
JRE
.

SSL authentication is not a Rapid Automation function, it is provided by the JVM infrastructure.

To successfully connect using SSL to a service:

1. Get the x509 certificate from the application server (FTPS server, HTTPS Web Service, etc.).
2. If the certificate file is a text file, issue the following command:

openssl x509 -in "<absolute path name for the certification file>" -out cert.der -outform DER

3. Use the following command to import the certificate into the cacerts file of the
JRE
:

keytool -import -v -alias serverCert -file cert.der -keystore "<path for the cacerts file for your JRE>"

26

Default value:
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Contents

The Contents tab contains the contents of the documentation in a tree-view of the directory structure. It includes all the guides
and their topics.

To expand or collapse a book or topic with subtopics, click it. To view a topic, click it too.

If you click a hyperlink in a topic that takes you to a new topic, the table of contents is refreshed to show your location.
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Using the Rapid Automation page, you can specify how Job reports are saved, and whether they include Agent log
information.

29

The format of the documentation at docs.automic.com requires a Web browser. There you will find the most up to date version
of this documentation. In addition you will find the latest Automic software components.

http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
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Searching the HTML5

You can search through the entire documentation using the search field in the top right-hand corner of the web page. Enter one
or more search terms in the field and start the search either by clicking the magnifying glass icon or using the Enter key. The
search results are displayed in a separate screen.

• Uppercase and lowercase letters are not distinguished (not case-sensitive).
• You can use any combination of letters (a-z) and numbers (0-9).
• You can search for several words. The following combinations can be used: AND relations (separators: AND, +, &), OR

relations (blank or | can be used as a separator) and negations (^ character in front of the term, NOT will not work).
• To combine search operators and expressions, use ( ). Example: term1 AND (term2 OR term3).
• A search for run will also yield the following results: running, runner and runtime.
• Search results will be highlighted.
• Wildcard characters are not supported.
• Punctuation marks that are used in the word (such as a dot, colon, semi colon, comma or hyphen) have the effect that the

searched term is split into two words.
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Wildcard characters are not supported.
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On the host, check the current version of your system's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) using the following command:

java -version

The JMS Agent requires Java 1.7 or 1.8 on the Agent machine and all machines where the user interface is installed. If Java 1.7
or 1.8 are not the default version of Java for the user interface, it can be specified in the ucdj.ini file as shown below:

cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
 com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory - U%User%

On the Agent machine, the explicit path to the Java JDE or JDK 1.7 or 1.8 is needed on the command to start the Agent. An
example is shown below:

/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

For platform-specific Java requirements on your Automation Engine machine, see your Automation Engine release notes.

You can get the necessary files to install Java from Oracle.

Specifying More Memory for Java When You Have Large Messages
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If you have large messages, you can use the -Xmx option to designate how much memory should be used by the JVM like the
following:

java -Xmx2024m

Here is an example in the Service Manager program: 

"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_04\bin\java" -Xmx2024m -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=combinedclient.jks
 -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=password  -jar C:\Agents\RA_JMS\bin\ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

Receiver Jobs monitor memory consumption each time a message is received. If the memory consumption exceeds 80%,
messages like the following are written to the Job report and the Agent log.

In the Job report:

Memory Used: nn%

In the Agent log:

Memory Used: nn% {runid}
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This topic provides
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Automic documentation is written as a series of topics. Each topic begins with a heading followed by a summary paragraph.
The summary paragraph states the key concepts presented in the topic. To get a quick overview of a chapter, read the summary
paragraph for each topic and look at the images and their captions.

Documentation at docs.automic.com contains the most up to date version of this documentation. It is provided in both .pdf and
HTML5 formats.

The HTML5 documentation is displayed as individual HTML pages. You can:

• Find documents in the table of contents.
• Find documents with full-text search.
• Print individual topics.
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Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

http://docs.automic.com/
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• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not
included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).

• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the
version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

36

What you can find here:
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Canceling RA FTP Agent Jobs

If you cancel an RA FTP Agent Job, it will cancel the remaining commands, but the currently running command will complete.

38

The Login field on the Attributes 
page
is not used for Automation Engine Jobs of the JMS Agent.
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Agents are the objects that establish the connection between the Automation Engine and the application or operating system
where Jobs are processed. Agents start, monitor and report the current status of the Jobs.

The term Rapid Automation refers to a generic technology that is able to include and process various automation solutions in
Automation Engine. The solutions are realized through Rapid Automation (RA) solutions. RA Agents make the functions of an
RA solution accessible.

After loading an RA .jar file into the Automation Engine, you will be able to define RA Agent-specific connection, Agent, and
Job objects with unique screens. The topics in this guide describe how to use these RA screens, not how to define connection,
Agent, and Job objects. For information on creating these objects, see your Automation Engine or documentation.

Using Object Variables in Fields

You can use object variables in the format &<variable name> in most fields on Rapid Automation panels. The values of these
object variables will be replaced at run time.

It is recommended that you terminate object variable names with a # character.

40

Putting RA Business Objects Agent .jar Files on the Agent Machine

41

RA options are described below.

• Database

When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process protocol is
transferred to the Automation Engine database via file transfer.

• File

When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process protocol is
available in the target system as a file.

• Generate on error only
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When checked, the Job report is stored in the Automation Engine database and/or a file in the target system only if the Job
has been canceled. This function is only available when Database and/or File are checked.

• Agent log

When checked, Job reports will include an Agent log tab with an Agent log when there are errors. Keeping this box
checked is recommended for troubleshooting purposes.

• Request task parameters

When checked, the information from the Job's JMS Agent-specific tab is available in the pop-up dialog when you execute
the Job. From this dialog, you can make one time changes for a single run of the Job. Some fields from RA Agent-specific
tabs can only be set in Job definitions. These fields are not included in the pop-up dialog when the Job is requested and the
Request task parameters option is checked.

42

Documentation, release notes, and other information is often updated after software is released. The table below shows where
to find the most recent information for Automic software releases.

To find the most recent: Go to the:

Bug fixes, known issues, and workarounds Automic Download Center

HTML5 documentation and .pdf files for documentation and
release notes

Automic Hosted Documentation

Compatibility for Automic software components, versions,
and sub-components

Automic Compatibility Checker

Automic product support CA Support
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http://automic.com/about/training/
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When you need to troubleshoot a Rapid Automation Agent loaded into an Automation Engine system, you can turn on Rapid
Automation trace for AGENT and JOBS objects from either the System Overview dialog in the Automation Engine user
interface or the ucxjcitx.ini file. You can turn on Rapid Automation user interface trace from the uc4config.xml file.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the System Overview Dialog

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects in the user interface, go to System Overview dialog, right-
click the Agent, pick Properties. In the dialog that pops up, set RA to 99 to turn trace on or set RA to 0 to turn trace off.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the ucxjcitx.ini File

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects with the ucxjcitx.ini file:

1. Stop the Agent(s) from the ServiceManager window or command line.
2. Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.

To turn trace: Set:  

On for the Rapid Automation Agent, and its third-party
libraries

ra=99

Off ra=0

Third-party library trace can only be set in the ucxjcitx.ini file. It cannot be set through the UserInterface like for other
Agents

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
https://support.ca.com/
https://automic.com/about/training/
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3. In the code below, ra=99 turns Rapid Automation trace on:

[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
max_trace_kb=8000
tcp/ip=0ra=99
            
trccount=10

4. Restart the Agent(s).

For more information on setting trace, see your Automation Engine documentation.
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Specifying Job Report Settings

Using the settings in the Job Report section, you can specify how Job reports are saved.

• Store to

• Database: When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the
process protocol is transferred to the Automation Engine database via file transfer.

• File: When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process
protocol is available in the target system as a file.

• Generate on error only

Determines when the Job report is stored in the Automation Engine database and/or a file in the target system. Options are:

• Always
• On error only

This function is only available when Database and/or File are checked above.

Specifying Whether to Write Agent Log to the Job Report

Using the settings in the Write agent log, to job report option in the Optional reports section, you can determine whether
Job reports will include an Agent log tab with an Agent log when there are errors. Keeping this box checked is recommended
for troubleshooting purposes.
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Automic Training&Services
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Log messages from Hyperion Financial Data Management Enterprise Edition can only be correctly translated/displayed in the
Job reports if they are either Latin-9 or UTF-16 encoded.

48

• boolean

A type with only two possible values: true and false. Either 'true' or 'TRUE' must be used to evaluate to true, any other
value will evaluate to false.

• byte

An 8-bit signed two's complement integer. It accepts either a character in single quotes, like 'a', or a binary value between
-128 and 127.

https://automic.com/training-services
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Any characters not defined in the ASCII character-encoding scheme will not be translated accurately.
• double

A double-precision 64-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• float

A single-precision 32-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• int

An integer.
• long

A 64-bit two's complement integer.
• short

A 16-bit signed two's complement integer.
• String

A sequence of characters.
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Automic Software GmbH
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Specifying General RA JMS Agent Solution Agent Object Settings
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There are different types of Rapid Automation debug that can be set in Applications Manager.

For more information on setting debug, see your Applications Manager documentation.

This topic is not relevant when you load the JMS Agent into an Automation Engine system.

To set debug for: Do the following:

An Agent Check the Agent Debug box on the General tab in the Agent
definition.

Job submit and run for a single task Select an option from the Debug Level field on the Submit
window.

Job submit and run for all tasks Add radebuglevel=9 to the Agent's awenv.ini file. To turn
this debug off, set radebuglevel=0. Debug information will
be written to the task's system output log file.
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support@automic.com

mailto:support@automic.com
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